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Abstract. Enhancing logistics vehicles on airport aprons with assistant
and autonomous capabilities offers the potential to significantly increase
safety and efficiency of operations. However, this research area is still
underrepresented compared to other automotive domains, especially re-
garding available image data, which is essential for training and bench-
marking AI-based approaches. To mitigate this gap, we introduce a novel
dataset specialized on static and dynamic objects commonly encountered
while navigating apron areas. We propose an efficient approach for image
acquisition as well as annotation of object instances and environmental
parameters. Furthermore, we derive multiple dataset variants on which
we conduct baseline classification and detection experiments. The re-
sulting models are evaluated with respect to their overall performance
and robustness against specific environmental conditions. The results
are quite promising for future applications and provide essential insights
regarding the selection of aggregation strategies as well as current po-
tentials and limitations of similar approaches in this research domain.

Keywords: dataset design · scene understanding · classification · object
detection · airport apron · autonomous vehicles.

1 Introduction

While many research activities in recent years were focused on increasing the
autonomy of road vehicles, assistant and autonomy functions for vehicles in off-
road domains such as airport environments are still in their infancy. These tasks
pose similar requirements regarding safety and robustness aspects, but must be
executed in a significantly different domain, which hinders a straight-forward
application of existing approaches and datasets. Especially the transition from
classic to learning-based computer vision approaches requires high amounts of
domain-specific image data for training and testing purposes.

Therefore, the aim of this work is to mitigate this data gap by creating a
versatile dataset focusing on apron-specific objects and presenting an efficient
approach for data acquisition, sampling and aggregation, which may serve as a
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precursor for automating mobile platforms in other challenging domains. Image
data was acquired by mounting cameras on multiple transport vehicles, which
were operated in apron and logistics areas throughout multiple seasons. The high
number of captured sequences covers a wide range of data variability, including
variations in environmental conditions such as time-of-day, seasonal and atmo-
spheric effects, lighting conditions, as well as camera-related degradation effects.
Furthermore, an efficient sampling and meta-annotation approach was devel-
oped to automatically extract a representative set of samples from the extensive
amount of recorded image data while minimizing the manual effort required for
annotation. We additionally introduce a novel data aggregation strategy and
provide preliminary models for detecting and classifying apron-specific objects.
To summarize, we propose the following contributions:

– We introduce a novel dataset1 specialized on objects encountered in apron
areas including efficient approaches for image acquisition, dataset design and
annotation.

– We train and evaluate baseline models for classification and detection on
multiple dataset variants and thoroughly quantify the models’ robustness
against environmental influences.

Overall, we believe that our contributions provide vital insights in a novel
and highly relevant application domain as well as universal strategies for efficient
dataset design and experiments setup.

2 Related Work

While detecting and classifying objects encountered on airport aprons represents
a novel application domain, there are several links to prior research, especially
regarding learning and dataset-design approaches as well as existing datasets
containing relevant objects.

Automating apron vehicles requires consistent robustness under a wide range
of challenging environmental conditions. While some works focus on specific
aspects such as variations in either daytime [4], weather [23] or image degradation
[14] for benchmarking models or investigating the variability of existing datasets
[1,2], few of them provide a comprehensive analysis regarding the impact of
multiple factors on model performance [31,37] and neither includes the classes
relevant for the given domain. Capturing the required data for versatile learning
experiments can either be accomplished by complex sensor systems providing
high-quality multi-modal data, as demonstrated by KITTI [8] and ApolloScape
[12] or more portable equipment usually facilitating a significantly higher number
of recording sessions and therefore higher data variability, as shown by Mapillary
[25]. Objects typically encountered on airport aprons include certain common
classes like aircraft or persons, which are part of established datasets, such as
MS COCO [19], PASCAL-Context [24], ADE20K [39] and OpenImages [18].

1 Images and annotations are available at https://github.com/apronai/apron-dataset
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However, their coverage in terms of number and variability in these datasets is
rather limited. Additionally, a number of dedicated datasets is available for the
category of persons [34,38,3,40]. Similarly, different types of aircraft are provided
by specialized datasets offering a more fine-grained categorization [22,31], as well
as top-view or satellite [21,33,29] imagery.

The majority of relevant classes for the target application, however, is highly
specific to the airport domain and rarely occurs outside it. This includes objects
such as specialized airport vehicles, traffic signs or containers, which are rarely
captured due to safety-related access restrictions. To the best of our knowledge,
the presented dataset is the first to put the focus not only on airplanes, but the
entire environment of airport aprons.

3 The Apron Dataset

Automating transport vehicles on airport aprons requires a reliable perception of
this highly specialized environment. Therefore, the dataset’s label specification
is focused mainly on multiple types of apron vehicles, but also includes other
kinds of static and transient obstacles. Ensuring the necessary relevance and
efficiency in creating the dataset requires a consistent strategy across all stages
of dataset design, as presented in the following subsections.

3.1 Data Acquisition

To match the requirements of the intended application as closely as possible, data
acquisition was conducted in a realistic environment from the transport vehicle’s
expected point of view. Therefore, cooperating with a commercial airport was
essential to gain access to transport vehicles in regular operation. However, this
critical infrastructure implies that compliance with safety and legal considera-
tions was required, such as preserving the privacy of passengers and airport staff,
as well as ensuring that the recording campaign never interferes with airport and
logistics operations. All image data was recorded using Nextbase 612GW dash-
cams with a resolution of 3860x2160 pixels, providing sufficient image quality
combined with low cost and efficient handling. They were mounted on the inside
of the windshields of two container-transport vehicles. To ensure that recordings
are paused when the vehicle is inactive, their power supply was coupled to the
respective engines. To increase the flexibility for later applications, one of them
was modified to incorporate a lens with 90° field of view instead of the built-in
lens with 150°. Most of the data was captured in time-lapse mode at 5 fps to pro-
vide a data variability sufficiently representing the environment. Furthermore,
the recordings were complemented by sequences at 30 fps for demonstration
purposes as well as future developments such as multi-object tracking.

Over a time period of six months we recorded 1715 image sequences, covering
the seasons of spring, summer and autumn. Since transport vehicles typically
traverse between multiple locations in logistics and apron areas, these recordings
conveniently contain all kinds of objects encountered along their routes. On
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the other hand, they include irrelevant sections with low scene activity during
parking or moving along monotonous regions, as well as motion blur and noise,
which need to be pruned as a first step during annotation.

3.2 Sequence and Image Annotation

While removing highly redundant or irrelevant data, each remaining sequence is
additionally assigned a defined set of parameters to specify the environmental
factors during recording time.

– Time of Day describes the variance between natural and artificial light
sources throughout the day.

– Lighting specifies sunny and diffuse conditions during daytime based on the
appearance of shadows and is undefined for night recordings.

– Atmosphere differentiates multiple weather and atmospheric effects.
– Scene Dynamics is a measure for the number and activity of dynamic objects

in a sequence, as well as variations due to motion of the capturing vehicle.

Fig. 1. Distribution of Scene Dynamics for total and annotated images

We eventually selected 1209 sequences representing a pool of more than 3.2
million images in total. They were sampled at varying rates proportional to the
parameter Scene Dynamics aiming to reduce redundancies and extract a repre-
sentative set of approximately 10k images. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, sequences
tagged as Busy and Very Busy are oversampled by 25% and 50% respectively,
whereas Calm and Very Calm scenes are undersampled analogously. Addition-
ally, the few remaining redundant images, recorded when the vehicle was stopped
with the engine running, were manually removed. The final set of 10098 images is
annotated with additional per-image parameters. Degradation summarizes mul-
tiple factors expected to negatively influence model performance as shown in
Fig. 2. While these factors typically appear simultaneously, the parameter is set
to High if any of them significantly influences image quality. Emphasis is placed
on near- and mid-range objects in a distance of up to 100 meters.

The distribution of parameters for all annotated frames is displayed in Fig.
3. Time of Day variations are well balanced due to the airport operating hours
including dawn, dusk and a significant proportion of the night. Lighting condi-
tions are annotated only for 68% of the dataset since the parameter does not
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Fig. 2. Representative examples for sequence and image parameters. Time of day dif-
ferentiates between Day (a), Twilight (b) and Night (c), Lighting between Sunny (d)
and Diffuse (e) and Atmosphere between Clear (f), Rain (g) and Heavy Rain (h), with
rain drops significantly impacting perception. The assigned state of Low or High for
Degradation typically depends on multiple factors such as under- (i) and overexposure
(j), windshield reflections (k, l), motion blur (m) and wiper occlusions (n)

Fig. 3. Per-instance distribution of annotated meta parameters and object sizes (Small
< 15k pixels < Medium < 45k pixels < Large)

apply to night recordings and ambiguous sequences containing both Sunny and
Diffuse states. However, the remaining images are roughly evenly distributed,
therefore representing a solid basis for evaluating their impact on detection and
classification performance. Atmospheric effects, on the other hand, show a strong
bias towards Clear conditions and thereby represent the environment encoun-
tered during the recording time. Nevertheless, the data includes a small number
of images of Rain and Heavy Rain as well as Fog, which are useful for prelim-
inary insights regarding the impact of harsh weather conditions as well as the
generalization capability of trained models.

3.3 Instance Annotation

Specifying a set of object labels tailored to the target application requires an
extensive analysis of sampled images to identify visually distinct categories for
frequently appearing types of vehicles and obstacles. Additionally, safety-relevant
classes are considered independently of their occurrence frequency. We aim at
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annotating a fine-grained definition of classes which can be further condensed
for training specialized models on more coarse-grained dataset variants. For this
purpose, we define 43 categories, which are fully listed in the supplementary
material and visualized in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Representative examples of different object categories included in the dataset

For each category we define a detailed textual specification along with mul-
tiple selected sample patches to minimize ambiguous assignments and resolve
potential corner cases at an early stage. Since the focus is placed on near- and
mid-range objects, the minimum size of annotated objects is defined as 28 pixels
for vehicle classes and 12 pixels for traffic signs and persons along either di-
mension. Across the entire set of selected images, this results in a total of more
than 169k object instances localized as bounding boxes and assigned one of the
defined categories. Additionally, objects are tagged as occluded if they are not
fully visible due to other objects or truncated at image borders.

It is well known that object-occurrence frequency in real-world images often
follows a long-tailed distribution [20], [27], which is also visible in this case, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5. The overabundance of a few head classes with the nu-
merous tail classes collectively still making up a significant portion of the data
[41] is challenging for learning systems. The environment on airport aprons is
generally relatively structured and controlled but also crowded with an average
of 16.8 objects per image. Compared to the total number of samples the object
occurrence in terms of images containing a certain category, is more evenly dis-
tributed, indicating that especially head classes tend to appear in multitudes
within a single image. The distribution of object sizes and its relation to the
occurrence frequency is of additional interest, especially for the detection task.
The mean of about 80k pixels and a surprisingly low median of 9k pixels indicate
that a relatively low number of classes with exceedingly large objects stands in
contrast to a large number of classes with small to medium objects.

While the method of image acquisition and the label definition affect these
dataset statistics, the long-tailed distribution can be mitigated by exploiting the
closed-off, controlled and repetition-driven nature of airport apron processes.
Therefore, it might be easier to create accurate and robust models for this domain
than it is for other automotive applications and we believe our dataset showcases
a promising way to efficiently accumulate data for this purpose.
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Fig. 5. Top: numbers of samples annotated for each object category (light color) and
images containing them (dark color). Bottom: normalized size distribution: (Large
> 45k pixels > Medium > 15k pixels > Small)

3.4 Data Aggregation

By mapping selected classes of the annotated data we define three variants to
facilitate a comparative analysis of dataset balancing effects.

– Fine is the baseline variant including all 43 annotated labels
– Top limits the dataset to the 25 most frequent classes in terms of total object

occurrence which contribute roughly 97% of samples
– Coarse uses the full set of instances but remaps them to only 23 superclasses

based on semantic similarity

For all experiments described below, 68% of each dataset are used for train-
ing and 17% for validation, while the remaining 15% of samples are withheld
during the experiments and exclusively reserved for testing purposes. This split
is applied on a per-sequence basis to reduce the effects of over-fitting.

4 Fine-grained Classification

Fine-grained image classification focuses on correctly identifying differences be-
tween hard-to-distinguish object (sub-)classes and predicting the specific vari-
ants accordingly. Taking a look at Fig. 4 and the corresponding categories shown
in Fig. 5, many visually similar yet distinct classes can be observed in the Apron
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dataset: multiple types of container trolleys, aircraft, traffic signs and specialized
cars and trucks are all commonly encountered on aprons. To correctly differenti-
ate such visually similar classes, feature representations need to be rich in detail.
On the other hand, the overall object variety requires a well generalized model,
which makes the classification task especially challenging. While classification of
object instances also takes place implicitly in detection architectures, a stand-
alone, fine-grained classifier can be tuned and optimized more easily to gain vital
insights regarding dataset variability and the final application setup.

Evaluation Metrics For evaluating classification performance a multitude of
metrics with different advantages and drawbacks has emerged [30], though lit-
erature on classification metrics in the context of computer vision is sparse [9].
Top-1 accuracy (α), defined as the number of correct classifications over the num-
ber of ground-truth samples, has been reported on CIFAR [17] and ImageNet
[5] and is still widely used [15,6,36,35,28]. However, on datasets with significant
class-imbalance or long-tailed characteristics α leads to unintuitive results, since,
for example, a model evaluated on a dataset with 90% of samples s belonging
to class A and only 10% to class B achieves an α value of 90% by simply always
predicting ’A’. This score of exclusively predicting the most frequent class is
defined as the null accuracy α0, where si is the number of samples of class i and
s is the total number of samples:

α0 =
max{s1, . . . , sn}

s
(1)

To evaluate the significance of α, it should be compared to α0 as well as to
the random accuracy αr, which represents the score if predictions are equally
distributed over the number of classes (n).

αr =
1

n
(2)

Moreover, α is prone to be even more biased in the case of top-x accuracy
with x > 1 where a sample counts as correct if the true label is within the xmost-
confident model predictions. Therefore, we use the less biased metric of per-class
average recall (r̄) for selecting the best performing models of each experiment
and evaluating all fine-grained classification models. This metric represents the
average of class-wise Top-1 accuracies, as used by e.g. [19], rendering each class
equally important independent of the number of samples assigned to it.

r̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

TPi

TPi + FNi
(3)

Additionally, we employ the metric of per-class average precision (p̄) cal-
culated analogously as the average ratio between true positives and the total
number of predictions for each class:
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p̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

TPi

TPi + FPi
(4)

In formulas above, TPi and FPi denote the number true and false positive
classifications for class i, respectively, while FNi is the corresponding number
of false negatives. To improve clarity when comparing results, we furthermore
report the f1 score as the harmonic mean of both measures.

f1 = 2× p̄× r̄

p̄+ r̄
(5)

Setup and Optimization We conducted a two-fold validation for comparing
multiple ResNet [11] and EfficientNet [32] architectures and tuning their hyper-
parameters based on r̄. Eventually, we chose EfficientNet-B3 since it outperforms
the ResNet variants and can conveniently be adapted to specific data using a
single scaling coefficient for modifying width, depth and image scale.

Object instances below 30 pixels along both dimensions or an aspect ratio ex-
ceeding 10:1 were excluded, slightly reducing the original dataset to roughly 150k
samples. After evaluating multiple image-augmentation techniques, the best re-
sults were observed using a random horizontal flip before resizing to the required
input size of 300 pixels. An additional application of random crop and Gaussian
blur did not improve results on the validation set, indicating that the visual vari-
ability in the Apron dataset is already significant. It could be observed, however,
that predictions on classes with relatively few samples were more accurate using
stronger augmentations, since they benefit more from the additional variability.

All models were trained from scratch for 40 epochs using the SGD optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.1, which yielded slower but stable convergence unlike
Adam [16], as is often the case in PyTorch [26]. We updated the learning rate
every 10 epochs, using a step ratio of 0.1 and a weight decay of 0.0005. The
experiments were conducted on an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti using a batch size of
128. Furthermore, we used the Swish activation function, a CrossEntropy loss
with a dropout rate of 0.3 and Kaiming uniform [10] parameter initialization.

4.1 Classification Results

Table 1 shows the results obtained on the respective test sets of all three dataset
variants. The baseline variant Fine poses a significant challenge, but the corre-
sponding model still obtains an f1 score of 68.2%. As expected, leaving out low-
frequency classes (Top) or merging them to superclasses (Coarse) significantly
improves performance by up to 12.6%. Precision p̄ tends to be only slightly higher
than recall r̄ despite the long-tailed class distribution of the dataset, indicating
consistent classification performance across most classes. As expected, obtained
α-scores are far above r̄, giving a skewed and less distinctive impression of the
models’ performance and are therefore omitted for more detailed comparisons.
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Table 1. Classification results on the Fine (F ), Top (T ) and Coarse (C ) dataset
variants as average recall, average precision and f1 score, as well as top-1, null and
random accuracy. The last two columns specify the numbers of samples in the test sets
and the entire dataset variants, respectively

r̄ p̄ f1 α α0 αr sT s

F 0.624 0.752 0.682 0.866 0.184 0.023 22.6k 150.6k
T 0.779 0.810 0.794 0.880 0.193 0.040 21.9k 145.9k
C 0.819 0.798 0.808 0.881 0.213 0.044 22.6k 150.6k

∅∅∅ 0.741 0.787 0.762 0.876 - - - -

4.2 Robustness Analysis

To gain more detailed insights regarding the impact of environmental effects on
model performance we filter the test sets by each of the parameters defined in
Section 3.2 as well as object size and occlusion. The corresponding evaluations on
each resulting set are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Distributions of test sets are
similar to those of the overall dataset presented in Fig 3. Note that the samples
do not cover the entire test set for the Lighting and Atmosphere parameters. In
the former case this results from the parameter not applying to Night settings,
while in the latter case all underrepresented conditions were omitted.

Table 2. Impact of environmental conditions on classification performance as deviation
from overall f1 scores (Table 1) for each model on the corresponding test set

Time of day Lighting Degradation Atmosphere
Day Twilight Night Sunny Diffuse Low High Clear Rain

F -0.020 -0.025 -0.005 0.015 -0.008 -0.005 -0.007 0.005 -0.101
T 0.003 0.006 -0.013 0.006 0.006 0.005 -0.028 0.000 -0.008
C 0.006 -0.012 -0.011 0.018 -0.007 0.008 -0.011 0.002 -0.039

∅∅∅ -0.004 -0.011 -0.009 0.013 -0.003 0.003 -0.015 0.003 -0.049

Overall, as visible in Table 2, both the positive and negative deviations are
relatively small across all dataset variants and parameters, indicating that most
conditions are sufficiently covered in the dataset. Since the recording vehicles
accumulated image data over a long period of time, they encountered a wide
variety of conditions expected during long-term autonomous operation. The least
deviation is reported between the different times of day. Since all three values
are extremely small and recall and precision values are averaged across classes,
the offsets of underrepresented classes can even sufficiently distort results for all
deviations to be negative in this case. The trends are more clearly visible for
the lighting and degradation parameters, where sunny conditions and low image
degradation appear to be the least challenging for all models. The strongest
negative impact is visible for light rain which reduces the f1 score by more than
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5% compared to clear atmosphere. It is possible that the model learns more
ambiguous and blurred filters for rainy samples and as such the predictions are
spread more equally across all classes. On the other hand, for samples with clear
sight, the learned filters might be very class-specific and overfit on the classes
with many samples, since this phenomena is most noticeable for Fine.

Table 3. Impact of object size (Small < 15k pixels < Medium < 45k pixels < Large)
and occlusion on classification performance as deviation from overall f1 scores (Table
1) for each model on the corresponding test set

Object size Occlusion
Small Medium Large True False

F -0.066 0.001 -0.042 0.003 0.004
T -0.070 0.001 0.013 -0.001 0.033
C -0.071 0.012 0.033 -0.004 0.025

∅∅∅ -0.069 0.005 0.001 -0.001 0.021

As expected, Table 3 shows that all models perform significantly better for
medium-sized and large objects than for those smaller than 15k pixels. The
models seem to be suitable for fine-grained classification tasks where objects
are relatively close and largely depicted and therefore most relevant for the
intended application scenarios, while tiny and distant objects are more prone to
errors. Furthermore, the difference in scores depending on occlusion of objects
is relatively low, since more than 90% of all objects in the entire dataset are
occluded, providing a rich set of representative training examples.

5 Detection

Based on the insights and promising results gained during our classification
experiments, the next step towards the real-world application of autonomous
vehicle operation is to analyze entire scenes by localizing and simultaneously
classifying objects using an end-to-end detection approach.

Evaluation Metrics We evaluate the results based on the established average-
precision (AP) metric defined as the area under the precision-recall curve for
each class. But instead of using a single IoU threshold to distinguish between
correct and incorrect detections as traditionally used in detection challenges such
as Pascal VOC [7], we average the results over 10 IoU thresholds ranging from 0.5
to 0.95, as suggested by the COCO challenge [19]. The reported overall values are
subsequently averaged over all available classes of the respective dataset variant.

Setup and Optimization We conducted the experiments using an existing
implementation of YOLOv5 (release 6.1) [13] and compared the results of the
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small, medium and large architectures on the defined dataset variants. All images
were scaled to 1280 pixels along each dimension and subjected to standard data
augmentation. We trained on a system with two NVIDIA RTX 3090, using the
SGD optimizer with a linear learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 16. All
models were initialized with the pre-trained weights provided by the authors of
[13]. For each combination of architecture and dataset variant we selected the
best-performing model out of 50 training epochs based on the validation results.

5.1 Detection Results

As visible in Tab. 4, performance increases with model complexity. Analogous to
the original experiments on the COCO dataset [13] the gain is more significant
between the small and medium than between the medium and large architecture.

Fig. 6. Representative detection results of the Coarse model on the corresponding test
set (green: correct detection (TP), orange: correct localization, but incorrect class, red:
incorrect detection (FP), blue: undetected ground-truth object (FN ))

For each architecture, the dataset variant with the highest granularity (Fine)
serves as a baseline, since it is the most challenging. As expected, limiting the
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Table 4. Detection APs on the Fine (F ), Top (T ) and Coarse (C ) datasets variants
by model architecture on the corresponding test sets. For comparing the expected
computational complexity, the numbers of parameters and floating point operations
(FLOPs) for each model are given as stated in [13]

YOLOv5s6 YOLOv5m6 YOLOv5l6

Parameters 12.6M 35.7M 76.8M
FLOPs 16.8B 50.0B 111.4B

F 0.364 0.415 0.435
T 0.441 0.480 0.501
C 0.473 0.514 0.526

∅∅∅ 0.426 0.470 0.487

label categories to the 25 most frequent ones (Top) and thereby reducing the
total number of samples improves the score. However, the highest robustness
is achieved by the variant combining semantically similar object categories and
thereby using all available samples (Coarse), which results in a similar number
of classes but higher variability. The evaluation therefore indicates that limiting
the number of classes by remapping provides a superior alternative to simply
omitting under-represented classes regarding accuracy as well as flexibility.

The high performance indicated by the scores using the challenging COCO
metric is also noticeable in the qualitative results presented in Fig. 6. The model
is well capable of handling occlusions in crowded scenes as well as varying envi-
ronmental conditions, including different times of day, as well as moderate image
degradation, as visible in the upper two rows. However, effects such as strong
motion blur and significant underexposure decrease detection performance, as
visible in the lower right visualization. Furthermore, even small objects can ro-
bustly be localized in most cases. However, they are more prone to being assigned
wrong categories, as discussed in section 4.2 and depicted in the lower left image.

5.2 Robustness Analysis

To quantify the influence of environmental effects on detection performance, we
evaluate all models based on the filtered test sets analogously to Section 4.2,
as shown in Table 5. As an indicator for the significance of each parameter
the number of corresponding samples in the test set for the Fine and Coarse
dataset variants are specified, with the number for Top being marginally smaller.
As described for the classification results in Section 4.2, the total number of
samples for each parameter does not necessarily cover the entire dataset.

The slight impacts that can be observed are strongest for changes in lighting
conditions as well as image degradation. Since operating areas are well lit at
night, the results for the Time-of-day parameter confirm that a single model is
suitable for operating 24 hours a day. Furthermore, light rain can be handled
well with only a slight decrease in performance, while more challenging weather
effects require more training and test data.
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Table 5. Average impact of environmental conditions as absolute deviation from over-
all detection APs (Table 4) on each test set across all three selected model architectures

Time of day Lighting Degradation Atmosphere
Day Twilight Night Sunny Diffuse Low High Clear Rain

sT 6.9k 4.5k 5.6k 5.8k 5.4k 13.6k 3.4k 16.1k 0.6k

F 0.039 -0.004 -0.001 0.037 0.027 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.058
T 0.003 0.031 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.002 -0.021 0.000 -0.019
C 0.016 -0.006 -0.003 0.025 -0.010 0.009 -0.030 0.003 -0.041

∅∅∅ 0.019 0.007 0.000 0.021 0.006 0.004 -0.016 0.002 -0.001

6 Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrated the process of creating an extensive dataset for
the novel application domain of autonomous operation on airport aprons. We in-
troduced efficient concepts for image acquisition and annotation before training
and evaluating models for classification and detection based on multiple vari-
ants of the dataset. Additionally, we enriched the analysis with annotations of
environmental conditions and quantified their impact on model performance.

The results show that our models are already capable of robustly detect-
ing and classifying most relevant near and mid-range objects, rendering them a
promising foundation for the further development of assisted and autonomous
vehicle operation in this application domain. We achieved our aim of training
robust models covering variable conditions at the specific airport used for record-
ing the dataset. While we are aware that the resulting models do not seamlessly
generalize to different locations and novel object classes, our dataset and the
presented insights represent a valuable basis for significantly reducing the effort
and required data to specialize on other airport environments.

We plan to evaluate the resources required for specializing our models and
dataset to novel locations by recording additional training and test data at other
airports to gain further insights on the re-usability of our concepts and data and
their combination with additional approaches. Especially combining the results
with multi-object tracking facilitating the propagation of object instances over
time holds the potential to further increase detection robustness and facilitate
embedded real-time processing on a mobile vehicle.
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